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Abstract
A quantum field theoretic treatment of inclusive deep–inelastic diffractive scattering is
given. The process can be described in the general framework of non–forward scattering
processes using the light–cone expansion in the generalized Bjorken region. Target mass
and finite t corrections of the diffractive hadronic tensor are derived at the level of the
twist–2 contributions both for the unpolarized and the polarized case. They modify the
expressions contributing in the limit t,M2 → 0 for larger values of β or/and t in the region
of low Q2. The different diffractive structure functions are expressed through integrals over
the relative momentum of non–perturbative t–dependent 2–particle distribution functions.
In the limit t,M2 → 0 these distribution functions are the diffractive parton distribution.
Relations between the different diffractive structure functions are derived.
PACS: 24.85.+p, 13.88.+e, 11.30.Cp
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1 Introduction
Deep inelastic diffractive lepton–nucleon scattering was observed at the electron–proton collider
HERA some years ago [1]. This process is measured in detail by now [2] and the structure
function FD2 (x,Q
2) was extracted. 1 The experimental measurements clearly showed that the
scaling violations of the deep-inelastic and the diffractive structure functions in the deep-inelastic
regime, after an appropriate change of kinematic variables, are the same. Furthermore the ratio
of the two quantities, did not vary strongly, cf. [4]. While the former property is clearly of
perturbative nature, the latter is of non–perturbative origin.
The process of deep–inelastic diffractive scattering was first described phenomenologically
[5]. Diffractive events are characterized by a rapidity gap between the diffractive nucleon and
the remaining part of the produced hadrons, which is sufficiently large. Actually it is this
experimental signature along with factorization for the twist–2 contributions [6] for this process,
which allows to give a consistent field theoretic description. Due to this phenomenological
considerations containing reference to specific pomeron models can be thoroughly avoided. In
the limit of vanishing target masses the scattering cross sections and relations between the
diffractive structure functions were derived in Refs. [7–9] for unpolarized and polarized diffractive
scattering. In [7] we showed, that the scaling violations in the deep-inelastic and deeply inelastic
diffractive case have to be the same due to the fact that the scaling violations are actually those of
the operators which remain taking the respective matrix elements confirming the experimental
observation. The set of structure functions which emerge in both scattering cross sections is
actually larger than measured in current experiments. At low scales of Q2 target mass effects
become relevant similar to the case of deep–inelastic scattering [10–14], see also [15].
In the present paper we extend the picture developed in the massless case [7, 8] to the case
of finite target masses and finite values of t on the level of twist–2 operators in the light cone
expansion [16]. While in absence of mass effects the two–particle problem could effectively be
reduced to a single particle description for the case t→ 0, this is no longer the case for finite values
of t and/or target masses. Here two–particle effects become relevant, which do not allow for a
direct partonic description. The variables t = (pi− pf)2 and M2 = p2i = p2f are closely connected
and the simplification emerges if these scales vanish. Yet one may still follow the field theoretic
picture developed in [7,8] in the general case M2, t 6= 0 and derive expressions for the diffractive
structure functions including relations between them. At low scales Q2 and large values of β
target mass corrections have to be considered in the experimental analysis. This generally applies
also to finite values of t, unless the scaleQ2 is large enough. The diffractive structure functions are
found as integrals over two–particle correlation functions f(z+, z−; t) between the incoming and
outgoing nucleon. Here, z± denote the corresponding collinear light–cone momentum fractions
and t is the relative momentum transfer squared between the incoming and outgoing proton
momentum. We refer to the formalism of non–forward Compton scattering, cf. [17], and apply
the general group theoretical algorithm of decomposing off–cone tensor operators into operators
of definite geometric twist [18–20] to determine the contributions at twist 2. The analysis can
be generalized to operators of higher twist. On the level of the various correlation functions
relations can be established. These relations correspond to relations between structure functions,
cf. [12,21–24]. In the case of deeply virtual Compton scattering relations of this type were found
in [25–27] before.
The present field–theoretic formalism for deep–inelastic diffractive scattering was also devel-
1The measurement of the longitudinal diffractive structure function FDL (x,Q
2) has not yet been possible, but
would be important. For the DIS structure function cf. [3]. Likewise the polarized diffractive structure functions
gD
1,2(x,Q
2) should be measured in the future to reveal the effects of nucleon polarization in this process.
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oped in view of possible future measurements of the respective operator-matrixelements using
lattice techniques, as successfully applied in case of the moments of the deep–inelastic structure
functions [28]. We regard it as a challenge in future investigations to verify the experimentally
observed ratio of moments in the diffractive and deep-inelastic case with these technologies. This
ratio still awaits a rigorous non–perturbative explanation.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the basic formalism. In section 3
the symmetric part of the Compton amplitude is dealt with, through which the diffractive
structure functions for unpolarized nucleons are derived. The polarized structure functions are
determined in section 4. In section 5 we derive relations between different structure functions
and section 6 contains the conclusions.
2 Basic Formalism
In order to compute the twist–2 target mass and finite momentum transfer corrections in po-
larized and unpolarized deep inelastic diffractive scattering we briefly recall the notations and
conventions used in previous papers [7, 8] by two of the present authors. The process of deep–
inelastic diffractive scattering belongs to the class of semi–inclusive processes and is described
by the diagram in Figure 1. The differential scattering cross section for single–photon exchange
is given by
d5σdiffr =
1
2(s−M2)
1
4
dPS(3)
∑
spins
e4
Q2
LµνW
µν . (2.1)
Here s = (p1 + l)
2 is the cms energy squared of the process and M denotes the nucleon mass.
The phase space dPS(3) depends on five variables since one final state mass varies. We choose
as basic variables
x =
Q2
Q2 +W 2 −M2 = −
q2
2 qp1
, (2.2)
the photon virtuality Q2 = −q2, t = (p2 − p1)2 the 4–momentum difference squared between
incoming and outgoing nucleon, a variable describing the non-forwardness w.r.t. the incoming
proton direction,
xP =
Q2 +M2X − t
Q2 +W 2 −M2 = −
qp−
qp1
≥ x (2.3)
for M2X > t, and the angle Φ between the lepton plane p1 × l and the hadron plane p1 × p2,
cosΦ =
(p1 × l).(p1 × p2)
|p1 × l||p1 × p2|
, (2.4)
where p± = p2± p1, W 2 = (p1 + q)2 denotes the hadronic mass squared and the diffractive mass
squared is given by M2X = (q − p−)2.
The momenta p± obey
(p+ p−) = 0,
p2+
p2−
=
4M2
t
− 1 . (2.5)
For later use we refer to the variables η and β defined by
η =
qp−
qp+
=
−xP
2− xP ∈
[
−1 , −x
2− x
]
, β =
q2
2 qp−
=
x
xP
≤ 1, (2.6)
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as well as to the transverse momentum variable
π− = p+ − p−
η
, (qπ−) = 0 . (2.7)
The variables x, xP, β and η obey the inequalities
0 ≤ x ≤ xP ≤ 1, 0 ≤ x ≤ β ≤ 1, (2.8)
−∞ ≤ 1− 2
x
≤ 1− 2β
x
=
1
η
≤ −1 ≤ η ≤ x
2− x ≤ 0 . (2.9)
l
l′
q
p1 p2
MX
Figure 1: The virtual photon-hadron amplitude for diffractive ep scattering
For the spin averaged cross section, the leptonic tensor is symmetric. Taking into account
conservation of the electromagnetic current one obtains [7]
W sµν = −gTµνW s1 + pT1µpT1ν
W s2
M2
+ pT2µp
T
2ν
W s3
M2
+
[
pT1µp
T
2ν + p
T
2µp
T
1ν
]W s4
M2
. (2.10)
Here and in the following we do not assume implicitly, that azimuthal integrals are performed as
sometimes done in experiment. In the latter case the number of contributing structure function
reduces.
In the case of polarized nucleons we consider the initial state spin–vector S1 ≡ S, S2 = −M2,
only and sum over the spin of the outgoing hadrons. One usually considers the longitudinal (||)
and transverse (⊥) spin projections choosing
S|| = (0; 0, 0, 0,M) (2.11)
S⊥ = (0; cos γ, sin γ, 0)M . (2.12)
Here γ denotes the azimuthal angle. The antisymmetric part of the hadronic tensor was derived
in [8] and is given by
W aµν = i
[
pT1µp
T
2ν − pT1νpT2µ
]
εp1p2qS
W a1
M6
+ i
[
pT1µενSp1q − pT1νεµSp1q
]W a2
M4
+ i
[
pT2µενSp1q − pT2νεµSp1q
]W a3
M4
+ i
[
pT1µενSp2q − pT1νεµSp2q
]W a4
M4
+ i
[
pT2µενSp2q − pT2νεµSp2q
]W a5
M4
+ i
[
pT1µε
T
νp1p2S − pT1νεTµp1p2S
]W a6
M4
+ i
[
pT2µε
T
νp1p2S − pT2νεTµp1p2S
]W a7
M4
+ i εµνqS
W a8
M2
. (2.13)
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We will specify below which terms of this general structures contribute in case of deep–inelastic
diffractive scattering. The kinematic factors above are constructed out of the four–vectors q, p1, p2
and S as well as gµν and εv0v1v2v3 using
pTµ = pµ − qµ
q.p
q2
, gTµν = gµν −
qµqν
q2
, (2.14)
εTµv1v2v3 = εµv1v2v3 − εqv1v2v3
qµ
q2
, (2.15)
εTTµνv1v2 = εµνv1v2 − εqνv1v2
qµ
q2
− εµqv1v2
qν
q2
. (2.16)
At the level of the twist–2 contributions factorization holds for diffractive scattering [6].
A. Mueller’s generalized optical theorem [29] allows to move the final state proton into an initial
state anti-proton, where both particle momenta are separated by t and form a ‘quasi two–
particle’ state. The correctness of this procedure within the light–cone expansion relies, first, on
the rapidity gap between the outgoing proton and the remainder hadronic part with invariant
mass MX and, second, on the special property of matrix elements of the light-cone operators
which contain no absorptive part. The structure functions for the diffractive process can thus
be obtained by analyzing the absorptive part of the expectation value
Tµν (x) =
〈
p1,−p2, S; t
∣∣ T̂µν(x) ∣∣p1,−p2, S; t〉 , (2.17)
with T̂µν defined as
T̂µν(x) ≡ iR T
[
Jµ
(x
2
)
Jν
(
−x
2
)
S
]
. (2.18)
As shown in [17,30] the operator T̂µν is represented in lowest order of the non–local light–cone
expansion by
T̂µν (x) ≈ − e2 x˜λ
2iπ2(x2 − iǫ)2
[
Sµν|
αλOα
(
x˜
2
,− x˜
2
)
− ǫµναλO5α
(
x˜
2
,− x˜
2
)]
, (2.19)
where
Sµν|αλ = gµαgνλ + gµλgνα − gµνgαλ . (2.20)
x˜ denotes a light–like vector related to x,
x˜ = x− n[(nx)−
√
(nx)2 − n2x2] , (2.21)
with n a normalized time–like vector, n2 = 1, and the bi–local light–ray operators Oα and O
5
α
read
Oα (κ1x˜, κ2x˜) = i
(
Ωα (κ1x˜, κ2x˜)− Ωα (κ2x˜, κ1x˜)
)
(2.22)
O5α (κ1x˜, κ2x˜) = Ω
5
α (κ1x˜, κ2x˜) + Ω
5
α (κ2x˜, κ1x˜) , (2.23)
with
Ωα (κ1x˜, κ2x˜) = RT
(
: ψ¯ (κ1x˜) γα U (κ1x˜, κ2x˜) ψ (κ2x˜) : S
)
(2.24)
Ω5α (κ1x˜, κ2x˜) = RT
(
: ψ¯ (κ1x˜) γ
5γαU (κ1x˜, κ2x˜) ψ (κ2x˜) : S
)
, (2.25)
where κ1 = −κ2 = 1/2, cf. [17]. As is well–known, these operators contain contributions of up
to twist four [18]. The scattering amplitude is obtained by the Fourier transform of the operator
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T̂{µν} (x) and forming the matrix element (2.17). Here we want to study its twist–2 contributions
including the target mass and finite momentum transfer corrections. This is obtained by har-
monic extension of the twist–2 light-cone operators Ωtw2α (κ1x˜, κ2x˜) and Ω
tw2
5α (κ1x˜, κ2x˜) to twist–2
operators Ωtw2α (κ1x, κ2x) and Ω
tw2
5α (κ1x, κ2x) defined off–cone. This procedure has been per-
formed for QCD vector operators using group theoretical methods already in Ref. [31] and used
for the target mass and t–corrections of virtual Compton scattering in Ref. [27], cf. also [32]. A
general procedure for determining the complete (infinite) twist decomposition of off–cone vector
operators was introduced in Ref. [19] and recently extended to arbitrary tensor operators in
Ref. [20]. It should be emphasized that this method works at operator level before taking matrix
elements. As a result the twist–2 Compton operator off the light-cone reads [27, 31]
T̂ tw2µν (q) =
∫
d4x eiqx T̂ tw2µν (x) (2.26)
= − e2
∫
d4x
2iπ2
eiqx xλ
(x2 − iǫ)2{Sµν|
αλOtw2α (κx,−κx)− ǫµναλOtw25α (κx,−κx)},
with
Ωtw2(5)α (κx,−κx) = ∂α
∫ 1
0
dτ
∫
d4u
(2π)4
Ω(5)µ(u)
{
xµ(2 + x∂) − 12 iκτ uµx2
}
(3 + x∂)H2(u, κτx) ,
(2.27)
cf. Eqs. (2.22,2.23), and
Hν(u, κx) =
√
π
(
κ
√
(ux)2 − u2x2
)1/2−ν
Jν−1/2
(κ
2
√
(ux)2 − u2x2
)
eiκ(xu)/2 , (2.28)
and κ = 1/2. In these relations a (formal) Fourier transform of the non–local operators is
introduced and used off–cone later, i.e.,
Ω(5)µ(κx˜,−κx˜)|x˜→x = 1
(2π)4
∫
d4uΩ(5)µ(u) e
iκ(xu) . (2.29)
Let us emphasize first that (2.27) is an off–cone operator equation which determines the twist–
2 part of Ω(5)µ(κx,−κx) by acting on eiκ(xu) with a corresponding twist–2 projection operator
P
(2)µ
α (x, ∂x) whose result is presented above. Second, it has been shown in [31] that, due to this
projection and the structure of the Fourier kernel, from the operator Ω(5)µ(u) in (2.27) only its
twist–2 part remains.
To calculate the twist–2 part of the Compton amplitude Tµν (q) we have to parameterize the
non–perturbative expectation values of the twist–2 operators Otw2(5)µ(κx,−κx). Here, following
the general approach of [31], this is done by requiring
〈p1,−p2|e2 i (Ωµ(u)− Ωµ(−u)) |p1,−p2〉
=
∑
a
Kaµ(p±)
∫
DZ δ(4)(u− p−z− − p+z+) f a(z−, z+, t) , (2.30)
〈p1,−p2, S|e2 (Ω5µ(u) + Ω5µ(−u)) |p1,−p2, S〉
=
∑
a
Ka5µ(p±, S)
∫
DZ δ(4)(u− p−z− − p+z+) f5 a(z−, z+, t) , (2.31)
where, in fact, under the u-integration the generalized distribution amplitudes f(5) a(z−, z+; t)
are reduced to their twist–2 contributions. These generalized distribution amplitudes depend
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explicitly on t, and additionally there is a t− and M2−dependence which finally results through
the distribution δ(4)(u− p−z−− p+z+) from the Fourier transform in (2.26), together with (2.27,
2.30, 2.31), cf. Section 3 and 4, as well as from the kinematic pre–factors Ka(5)µ(p±, S).2 Here,
for the symmetric part of the hadronic tensor we choose Kaµ(p±) as kinematic pre–factors
K1µ = pµ−, K2µ = πµ− ≡ pµ+ −
pµ−
η
. (2.32)
For the antisymmetric case the kinematic factors
K1µ5 = Sµ, K2 µ5 = pµ−
(p2S)
M2
, K3µ5 = πµ−
(p2S)
M2
(2.33)
contribute. The normalization by M2 in (2.33) is arbitrary and has to be arranged with
the definition of the corresponding non–perturbative distribution functions. Furthermore,
f(5) a (z−, z+; t) ≡ f(5) a (Z; t) denote the respective 2–particle amplitudes characterized by the
two fractions z± of momenta p± and a relative kinematic separation in t. The momentum
fractions of the incoming (z1) and outgoing (z2) nucleon are formally unified into a 2–vector,
Z = (z+, z−) = ((z2 + z1)/2, (z2 − z1)/2) (2.34)
with the measure
DZ = 2 dz+dz− θ(1− z+ + z−) θ(1 + z+ − z−) θ(1− z+ − z−) θ(1 + z+ + z−) . (2.35)
Due to the δ–distribution in (2.30, 2.31) and the structure of the Compton amplitude, which is
determined by (2.26–2.28), it appears convenient also to unify the momenta as
P ≡ (p+, p−) = (p2 + p1, p2 − p1) (2.36)
and to abbreviate expressions according to
Πµ = κPµZ = κ (pµ+z+ + p
µ
−z−), Π
T
µ = g
T
µνΠ
ν = Πµ − qµ (qΠ)
q2
, (2.37)
which replaces κu after performing the u-integration. Note that, due to the square roots in
H2(κu, x), the Fourier transform can only be performed if Π2 > 0 since
√
(qΠ)2 − q2Π2 has to
be real. In fact, this is equivalent to the requirement
z2+ +
tz2−
(4M2 − t) ≥ 0 , (2.38)
which restricts the allowed values of z± as a support condition to the generalized parton distri-
butions f(5) a(Z, t). It is convenient to introduce a common scale ϑ for the integration variables
z+ = ϑζ, z− = ϑ(1− ζ/η), i.e., to change them non-linearly into ϑ and ζ ,
ϑ = z− +
z+
η
, ζ =
z+
ϑ
. (2.39)
Clearly, the |t| values emerging in practice are not expected to deviate from this condition due to
the presence of a non–perturbative damping factor exp(−b|t|) in the distribution functions, with
2In the following the explicit t–dependence of the distribution functions is understood also when we drop this
variables in the respective expressions for brevity.
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b ≃ 4...8 GeV−2. Connected to the support condition the positivity of the variable Π2 (2.47) is
guaranteed which is essential for performing Fourier transforms. The measure DZ in these new
variables reads
DZ = 2 |ϑ| dϑdζ θ(1− ϑ+ (1 + 1/η)ϑζ)θ(1 + ϑ− (1 + 1/η)ϑζ)
θ
(
1− ϑ− (1− 1/η)ϑζ)θ(1 + ϑ+ (1− 1/η)ϑζ) . (2.40)
The parameterization of the matrix elements (2.30) and (2.31) is given by
〈p1,−p2|e2 i (Ωµ(u)− Ωµ(u)) |p1,−p2〉 =
∑
a
Kaµ(p±)
∫
DZ δ (u− ϑP) fa (ϑ, ζ ; t) ,(2.41)
〈p1,−p2, S|e2 (Ω5µ(u) + Ω5 µ(u)) |p1,−p2, S〉 =
∑
a
Ka5µ(p±, S)
∫
DZ δ (u− ϑP) f5 a (ϑ, ζ ; t) .
(2.42)
In the following we make the ϑ–dependence of the kinematics explicit :
Πµ = κϑPµ(η; ζ), (2.43)
Pµ(η, ζ) = pµ− + πµ−ζ = pµ−(1− ζ/η) + pµ+ζ, (2.44)
qΠ = κϑ (qP), (2.45)
(qP) = (qp−) = q2/2β ≤ 0, (2.46)
Π2 = (κϑ)2P2, (2.47)
P2 = t(1− ζ/η)2 + (4M2 − t) ζ2 ≥ 0, (2.48)
(ΠT)2 = (κϑ)2(PT)2 = (κϑ)2 (qP)
2 − q2P2
−q2 (2.49)
P2
(PT)2 =
4β2P2/Q2
1 + 4β2P2/Q2 ≥ 0 . (2.50)
P2 depends on both t and the integration variable ζ which is limited by the Heaviside functions
included in the measure (2.40).
Recall, that P2 ≥ 0 is required which for t = 0 is trivially fulfilled. Concerning the region of
small values of t < 0 one observes that ζ = 0 is to be excluded.
As will be shown in Sections 3 and 4, the absorptive part of the Compton amplitude solely
emerges from a factor 1/[R(1) + iǫ] with the polynomial
R(τ) = (q + τΠ)2 =
(
τ 2Π2 + 2τqΠ+ q2
)
= Π2(τ − ξ˜+)(τ − ξ˜−) . (2.51)
The roots are
ξ˜± =
−qΠ±
√
(qΠ)2 − q2Π2
Π2
= − q
2
qΠ±√(qΠ)2 − q2Π2 , (2.52)
leading to
1
R(τ) + iǫ
=
1
2
√
(qΠ)2 − q2Π2
(
1
τ − ξ˜+ + iǫ
− 1
τ − ξ˜− − iǫ
)
. (2.53)
The imaginary part of the Compton amplitude results thus from
Im
1
R(1) + iǫ
= −π
2
1√
(qΠ)2 − q2Π2
[
δ(1− ξ˜+) + δ(1− ξ˜−)
]
. (2.54)
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Only the term containing the variable ξ˜+ contributes to the cross section, whereas there is no
contribution due to the term ξ˜−. This is seen as follows. For negative values of ϑ, 1/η ≤ ϑ ≤ 0,
(qΠ) ≥ 0, holds and therefore, in terms of variables (ϑ, ζ), one obtains
ξ˜+ = −2β
κϑ
1
1 +
√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2 =⇒ −
β
κϑ
≥ 0 (2.55)
ξ˜− = −2β
κϑ
1
1−√1 + 4β2P2/Q2 =⇒ 1κβϑQ
2
P2 → −∞ (2.56)
taking into account the support condition for P(ζ). Here =⇒ denotes the limit Q2 → ∞.
Therefore δ(1− ξ˜−) does not contribute. In the case of positive ϑ, 0 ≤ ϑ ≤ −1/η, one finds
ξ˜+ = −2β
κϑ
1
1 +
√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2 =⇒
1
κβϑ
Q2
P2 → +∞ (2.57)
ξ˜− = −2β
κϑ
1
1−√1 + 4β2P2/Q2 =⇒ − βκϑ ≤ 0 , (2.58)
and neither δ(1− ξ˜+) nor δ(1− ξ˜−) contribute.
Having this in mind, let us rewrite
ξ˜+ =
ξ
ϑ
, ξ = −2β
κ
1
1 +
√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2 =
1
2κ β
Q2/P2
1−√1 + 4β2P2/Q2 (2.59)
from which it is evident that in case of diffractive scattering −2β takes the role of Bjorken
variable xBj in deep inelastic scattering as P2 takes the role of 4M2. Furthermore, rewriting
δ(1− ξ˜+) = |ϑ|δ(ϑ− ξ) (2.60)
it is obvious that after integration over ϑ that variable is replaced by ξ everywhere. For interme-
diate momenta ξ substitutes the scaling variable β and plays the role of a generalized Nachtmann
variable. Let us note that this variable, however, implicitly depends on ζ, β and η through P(ζ).
Due to Eqs. (2.52), the following equalities(
Π2 + qΠ
)
δ(1− ξ˜+) =
√
(qΠ)2 − q2Π2 δ(1− ξ˜+) = −
(
q2 + qΠ
)
δ(1− ξ˜+) (2.61)
hold and can be used to simplify some expressions resulting for the absorptive part of the
Compton amplitude.
3 The Symmetric Part of the Amplitude
In the case of unpolarized scattering the symmetric part of the Fourier transform of the operator
xαO
tw2
β (κx,−κx) / (x2 − iǫ)2 determines the contribution to the hadronic tensor of diffractive
scattering. It reads (cf. [27], Eq. (6.1)),
T̂ tw2{µν}(q) = Sµν|
αβ
∫
d4x
2π2
eiqx
(x2 − iǫ)2 xαie
2
(
Ωtw2β (κx,−κx) − Ωtw2β (−κx, κx)
)
= 2ie2
∫ 1
0
dτ (1− τ + τ ln τ)
∫
d4u
κ4τ 4
(
Ωρ
( u
κτ
)
− Ωρ
(−u
κτ
))
∂uρ ×[
2 (q2)2
[(q + u)2 + iǫ]3
(
uTµu
T
ν − gTµν
(
uT
)2 )
+
u2 q2
[(q + u)2 + iǫ]2
gTµν
]
. (3.1)
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We have to form matrix elements 〈p1 − p2|T̂ tw2{µν}(q)|p1,−p2〉 for this expression using the non–
perturbative matrix elements (2.41) of the operator i(Ω(u)−Ω(−u)). This representation of the
operator matrix element, based on the generalized parton distribution functions fa(Z), has to
be inserted into the Fourier transform of the Compton operator.
After a straightforward, but tedious calculation one obtains for the part which contains the
factor 1/(R(1) + iε), see [27], Eq. (6.4),
T tw2{µν}(q) =
q2
2
∫
DZ
{
qKa
qΠ
[
gTµν F
a
1 (Z)−
ΠTµΠ
T
ν
(ΠT)2
F a2 (Z)
]
+
(qKa
qΠ
− ΠKa
Π2
)[
gTµν F
a
3 (Z)−
ΠTµΠ
T
ν
(ΠT)2
F a4 (Z)
]
−
(KTaµΠTν + ΠTµKTaν
(ΠT)2
− 2qKa
qΠ
ΠTµΠ
T
ν
(ΠT)2
)
F a5 (Z)
}
1
R(1) + iǫ
. (3.2)
In principle there occur also terms ∝ 1/(R(0) + iε) which, due to the overall factor q2, do not
contribute to the imaginary part and are therefore omitted here. Obviously, the whole expres-
sion obeys transversality proving gauge invariance of the complete amplitude. The functions
F a(Z; q,Π) are
F a1 (Z) = f
a(Z) +
Π2(qΠ+ Π2)
(qΠ)2 − q2Π2
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
fa
(
Z
τ
)
+
[Π2]2
(qΠ)2 − q2Π2
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
∫ 1
0
dτ1
τ 31
fa
(
Z
ττ1
)
,
(3.3)
F a2 (Z) = f
a(Z) +
3Π2(qΠ+ Π2)
(qΠ)2 − q2Π2
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
fa
(
Z
τ
)
+
3[Π2]2
(qΠ)2 − q2Π2
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
∫ 1
0
dτ1
τ 31
fa
(
Z
ττ1
)
= 3F a1 − 2fa(Z), (3.4)
F a3 (Z) = −
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
[
F a1
(
Z
τ
)
+
(qΠ)2
(qΠ)2 − q2Π2 F
a
2
(
Z
τ
)]
− Π
2(q +Π)2
(qΠ)2 − q2Π2
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
fa
(
Z
τ
)
+
2 (qΠ)
(qΠ)2 − q2Π2
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
[
(qΠ+ Π2) fa
(
Z
τ
)
+Π2
∫ 1
0
dτ1
τ 21
fa
(
Z
ττ1
)]
+
Π2
(qΠ)2 − q2Π2
[
(qΠ+ q2) fa(Z) + (qΠ)
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
fa
(
Z
τ
)]
, (3.5)
F a4 (Z) = 3F
a
3 + 2
Π2
(ΠT)2
F a5 − 2
Π2
(qΠ)2 − q2Π2
[
(qΠ+ q2) fa(Z) + (qΠ)
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
fa
(
Z
τ
)]
,(3.6)
F a5 (Z) =
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
F a2
(
Z
τ
)
. (3.7)
The imaginary part of the Compton amplitude is given by
ImT tw2{µν} (q) =
−π
2κ2
∫
dζ
∫ 0
1/η
dϑ
q2
[(qP)2 − q2P2]1/2 δ(ϑ− ξ)
×
{
qKa
qP
[
gTµνF
a
1 (ϑ, ζ)−
PTµ PTν
(PT)2 F
a
2 (ϑ, ζ)
]
+
(qKa
qP −
PKa
P2
)[
gTµνF
a
3 (ϑ, ζ)−
PTµPTν
(PT)2 F
a
4 (ϑ, ζ)
]
−
(KTaµPTν + PTµKTaν
(PT)2 − 2
qKa
qP
PTµ PTν
(PT)2
)
F a5 (ϑ, ζ)
}
. (3.8)
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We change now to the variables (ϑ, ζ) and express the above integrals using the following new
distribution amplitudes :
Φ(0)a (ϑ, ζ) ≡ fa(ϑ, ζ),
Φ(1)a (ϑ, ζ) ≡
∫ 1/η
ϑ
dy1 fa(y1, ζ) = ϑ
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
fa
(ϑ
τ
, ζ
)
, (3.9)
Φ(2)a (ϑ, ζ) ≡
∫ 1/η
ϑ
dy2
∫ 1/η
y2
dy1 fa(y1, ζ) = ϑ
2
∫ 1
0
dτ1
τ 31
∫ 1
0
dτ2
τ 22
fa
( ϑ
τ1τ2
, ζ
)
, (3.10)
Φ(i)a (ϑ, ζ) ≡
∫ 1/η
ϑ
dy Φ(i−1)a (y, ζ) . (3.11)
In the following we consider the imaginary part of the Compton amplitude which forms the
hadronic tensor for deep–inelastic diffractive scattering. As already stated above, the imaginary
part follows from Im {1/(R + iǫ)}. The ϑ integral is easily carried out
ImT tw2{µν} (q) =
−π
2κ2
∫
dζ
q2
[(qP)2 − q2P2]1/2
×
{
qKa
qP
[
gTµνF
a
1 (ξ, ζ)−
PTµ PTν
(PT)2 F
a
2 (ξ, ζ)
]
+
(qKa
qP −
PKa
P2
)[
gTµνF
a
3 (ξ, ζ)−
PTµ PTν
(PT)2 F
a
4 (ξ, ζ)
]
−
(KTaµPTν + PTµKTaν
(PT)2 − 2
qKa
qP
PTµPTν
(PT)2
)
F a5 (ξ, ζ)
}
, (3.12)
where the substitution Πµ = κξPµ was used. Here the functions F ai (Z; q,Π) ≡
F ai (ξ, ζ ; q, κξP), i = 1, . . . , 5, are obtained from (3.3) – (3.7) using (2.61) in a non–trivial way :
F a1 (ξ, ζ) ≡ Φa(ξ, ζ) +
κP2
[(qP)2 − q2P2]1/2Φ
1
a(ξ, ζ) +
κ2[P2]2
(qP)2 − q2P2Φ
2
a(ξ, ζ) (3.13)
F a2 (ξ, ζ) ≡ Φa(ξ, ζ) +
3κP2
[(qP)2 − q2P2]1/2Φ
1
a(ξ, ζ) +
3κ2[P2]2
(qP)2 − q2P2Φ
2
a(ξ, ζ) (3.14)
Fa 3(ξ, ζ) ≡ −
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
[
Fa 1
(ξ
τ
, ζ
)
+
(qP)2
(qP)2 − q2P2 Fa 2
(ξ
τ
, ζ
)]
+
2(qP)
[(qP)2 − q2P2]1/2
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
[
Φ(0)a
(ξ
τ
, ζ
)
+
κP2
[(qP)2 − q2P2]1/2 Φ
(1)
a
( ξ
τ
, ζ
)]
+
κP2
[(qP)2 − q2P2]1/2
[
− ξ Φ(0)a (ξ, ζ) +
qP
[(qP)2 − q2P2]1/2 Φ
(1)
a (ξ, ζ)
]
, (3.15)
Fa 4(ξ, ζ) ≡ 3Fa 3(ξ, ζ)− 2 q
2P2
[(qP)2 − q2P2] Fa 5(ξ, ζ)
− 2 κP
2
[(qP)2 − q2P2]1/2
[
− ξ Φ(0)a (ξ, ζ) +
qP
[(qP)2 − q2P2]1/2 Φ
(1)
a (ξ, ζ)
]
, (3.16)
Fa 5(ξ, ζ) ≡
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
Fa 2
(ξ
τ
, ζ
)
. (3.17)
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In the limit t, M2 → 0, Eqs. (5,8) of Ref. [7], the hadronic tensor simplifies and contains
only two structure functions which are linear combinations of the four occurring in the general
case (2.10) weighted by powers of (1 − xP). In this limit the functions F ak |5k=3 do not vanish
and contribute to the two structure functions remaining. On the other hand, F ak |5k=3 do not
contribute for forward scattering p2 → 0.
Now, we can rewrite the imaginary part of the Compton amplitude, simply having recourse
to [27], Eqs. (6.27) and (6.36), and replacing there x→ −2β :
ImT tw2{µν} (q) = ImT
tw2
1 {µν} (q) + ImT
tw2
2 {µν} (q) , (3.18)
where
ImT tw21 {µν} (q) =
∑
a
2π
∫
dζ
qKa
qP
[
− gTµν W diffa 1 (ξ, β, η; ζ) +
PTµ PTν
P2 W
diff
a 2 (ξ, β, η; ζ)
]
(3.19)
ImT tw22 {µν} (q) =
∑
a
2π
∫
dζ
{(qKa
qP −
PKa
P2
)[
gTµν − 3
PTµ PTν
(PT)2
]
×
[ ∫ 1/η
ξ
dy
ξ
(
W diffa 1 (y, β, η; ζ) +
Q2
4β2P2 W
diff
a 2 (y, β, η; ζ)
)
+
∫ 1/η
ξ
dy
ξ
(
2V diffa 0 (y, β, η; ζ) + V
diff
a 1 (y, β, η; ζ)
)]
+
(
PTµ gTνα + PTν gTµα − 2
PTµPTν
(PT)2 P
T
α
)Kαa
P2
∫ 1/η
ξ
dy
ξ
W diffa 2 (y, β, η; ζ)
+
1
2
(qKa
qP −
PKa
P2
)[
gTµν −
PTµ PTν
(PT)2
]
V diffa 1 (ξ, β, η; ζ)
}
, (3.20)
where
W diffa 1 (ξ, β, η; ζ) ≡
2β√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2 F
a
1 (ξ, β, η; ζ), (3.21)
W diffa 2 (ξ, β, η; ζ) ≡
(2β)3
(
√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2)3 F
a
2 (ξ, β, η; ζ) (3.22)
and
V diffa 0 (ξ, β, η; ζ) ≡
−2β Φ(0)a (ξ; ζ)√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2 , (3.23)
V diffa 1 (ξ, β, η; ζ) ≡
−2β2P2
Q2
∂
∂β
(
−2β Φ(1)a (ξ; ζ)√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2
)
(3.24)
=
4β2P2/Q2
1 + 4β2P2/Q2
[
−ξ Φ(0)a (ξ, ζ) +
Φ
(1)
a (ξ, ζ)√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2
]
.
Note that ξ = ξ(β, η; ζ) and P = P(η; ζ). Differential operators as emerging in (3.24) are
characteristic for target mass corrections and were applied earlier in Refs. [11, 12], see also [23].
If the corresponding differential expressions are found the associated integral representations are
derived straightforwardly.
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We now convert the result referring to bases like used in (2.10). By observing
PTKTa
P2 =
PKa
P2 +
1
4β2P2/Q2
qKa
qP , (3.25)
one obtains
1
2π
ImT{µν} (q) =
∑
a
∫
dζ
[
− gTµν
(
qKa
qP T
a
1 (ξ, ζ) +
PKa
P2 T
a
2 (ξ, ζ)
)
(3.26)
+
PTµPTν
(PT)2
(
qKa
qP T
a
3 (ξ, ζ) +
PKa
P2 T
a
4 (ξ, ζ)
)
+
KTa νPTµ +KTaµPTν
P2 T
a
5 (ξ, ζ)
]
.
The distribution functions T ai (ξ, ζ) are related to the distributions used above by
T a1 (ξ, ζ) =W
diff
a 1 (ξ, β, η; ζ)− T a2 (ξ, ζ) , (3.27)
T a2 (ξ, ζ) =
∫ 1/η
ξ
dy
ξ
[
2W diffaL −W diffa 2 + V diffa 1
]
(y, β, η; ζ) +
1
2
V diffa 1 (ξ, β, η; ζ) , (3.28)
T a3 (ξ, ζ) =
(
W diffa 1 +W
diff
aL
)
(ξ, β, η; ζ)− Q
2
2β2P2
∫ 1/η
ξ
dy
ξ
W diffa 2 (y, β, η; ζ)
−
(
3 T a2 (ξ, ζ)− V diffa 1 (ξ, β, η; ζ)
)
, (3.29)
T a4 (ξ, ζ) = −2
∫ 1/η
ξ
dy
ξ
W diffa 2 (y, β, η; ζ) +
(
3 T a2 (ξ, ζ)− V diffa 1 (ξ, β, η; ζ)
)
, (3.30)
T a5 (ξ, ζ) =
∫ 1/η
ξ
dy
ξ
W diffa 2 (y, β, η; ζ) . (3.31)
The β and η dependence of T ai (ξ, ζ) is understood. There are different possibilities to choose the
tensor–basis of the hadronic tensor. One way is
1
2π
ImT{µν} (q) = −gTµν
∫
dζ
∑
a
[qKa
qP T
a
1 (ξ, ζ) +
PKa
P2 T
a
2 (ξ, ζ)
]
+
1
M2
pT−µp
T
−ν
∫
dζ
M2
(PT)2
∑
a
[qKa
qP T
a
3 (ξ, ζ) +
PKa
P2 T
a
4 (ξ, ζ)
]
+
1
M2
(pT−µπ
T
−ν + p
T
−νπ
T
−µ)
∫
dζ ζ
M2
(PT)2
∑
a
[qKa
qP T
a
3 (ξ, ζ) +
PKa
P2 T
a
4 (ξ, ζ)
]
+
1
M2
πT−µπ
T
−ν
∫
dζ ζ2
M2
(PT)2
∑
a
[qKa
qP T
a
3 (ξ, ζ) +
PKa
P2 T
a
4 (ξ, ζ)
]
+
1
M2
(pT−µKTaν + pT−νKTaµ)
∫
dζ
M2
P2
∑
a
T a5 (ξ, ζ)
+
1
M2
(πT−µKTaν + πT−νKTaµ)
∫
dζ ζ
M2
P2
∑
a
T a5 (ξ, ζ) . (3.32)
Here the two kinematic invariants are K1 ρ = pρ−, K2 ρ = πρ−. Introducing the structure functions
Ui(β, η) one obtains
1
2π
ImT{µν} (q) = −gTµν U1(β, η) +
pT−µp
T
−ν
M2
U2(β, η)
+
pT−µπ
T
−ν + p
T
−νπ
T
−µ
M2
U3(β, η) +
πT−µπ
T
−ν
M2
U4(β, η) (3.33)
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with
U1(β, η) =
∫
dζ
[
T 11 (ξ, ζ) +
Pp−
P2 T
1
2 (ξ, ζ) +
Pπ−
P2 T
2
2 (ξ, ζ)
]
, (3.34)
U2(β, η) =
∫
dζ
{
M2
(PT)2
[
T 13 (ξ, ζ) +
Pp−
P2 T
1
4 (ξ, ζ) +
Pπ−
P2 T
2
4 (ξ, ζ)
]
+
M2
P2 T
1
5 (ξ, ζ)
}
,
(3.35)
U3(β, η) =
∫
dζ ζ
{
M2
(PT)2
[
T 13 (ξ, ζ) +
Pp−
P2 T
1
4 (ξ, ζ) +
Pπ−
P2 T
2
4 (ξ, ζ)
]
+
M2
P2
[
T 15 (ξ, ζ) +
1
ζ
T 25 (ξ, ζ)
]}
, (3.36)
U4(β, η) =
∫
dζ ζ2
{
M2
(PT)2
[
T 13 (ξ, ζ) +
Pp−
P2 T
1
4 (ξ, ζ) +
Pπ−
P2 T
2
4 (ξ, ζ)
]
+
M2
P2
1
ζ
T 25 (ξ, ζ)
]}
.
(3.37)
One may finally change to the basis in (2.10). The unpolarized diffractive structure functions
are then obtained by
W s1 (β, η) = U1 (3.38)
W s2 (β, η) = U2 − 2
(
1 +
1
η
)
U3 +
(
1 +
1
η
)2
U4 (3.39)
W s3 (β, η) = U2 + 2
(
1− 1
η
)
U3 +
(
1− 1
η
)2
U4 (3.40)
W s4 (β, η) = −U2 +
2
η
U3 +
(
1− 1
η2
)
U4 , (3.41)
with Ui = Ui(β, η). The structure functions Ui, resp. W
s
i , depend only on the measurable
kinematic variables β and η and form the hadronic tensor (2.10) in the spin–averaged case for
general azimuthal angle and can be measured directly.
4 The Antisymmetric Part of the Amplitude
The Fourier transform for the antisymmetric part of the amplitude again is taken over from
Ref. [27] (cf. Eq. (5.2)):
T tw2[µν] (q) =
1
2
∑
a
∫
DZ ǫµανβ
−q2
[(qΠ)2 − q2Π2]
{
qαKa5βF a(5) 1(Z) + qαΠβ(qKa5)F a(5) 2(Z)
+ qαΠβ(ΠKa5)F a(5) 3(Z)
}
1
R(1) + iǫ
, (4.1)
with
F
(5)
a 1 (Z) = (qΠ+ Π
2)
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
f5 a
(
Z
τ
)
+Π2
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
∫ 1
0
dτ1
τ 21
f5 a
(
Z
ττ1
)
, (4.2)
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F
(5)
a 2 (Z) = f5 a(Z)−
(
3 qΠ(qΠ+ Π2)
[(qΠ)2 − q2Π2] − 2
)∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
f5 a
(
Z
τ
)
− 3 (qΠ)Π
2
[(qΠ)2 − q2Π2]
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
∫ 1
0
dτ1
τ 21
f5 a
(
Z
ττ1
)
, (4.3)
F
(5)
a 3 (Z) = f5 a(Z) +
3 qΠ(q2 + qΠ)
[(qΠ)2 − q2Π2]
∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
f5 a
(
Z
τ
)
+
(
3 (qΠ)2
[(qΠ)2 − q2Π2] − 1
)∫ 1
0
dτ
τ 2
∫ 1
0
dτ1
τ 21
f5 a
(
Z
ττ1
)
, (4.4)
Let us remark that the symmetry (Z) → −(Z) in F (5)a i is a consequence of the symmetry in f5a
as has been shown in Ref. [27], App. C. Consequently, all terms ∝ 1/[R(0) + iǫ] drop out.
We consider the imaginary part of this expression. Again, only the terms ∝ 1/[R(1) + iǫ]
contribute,
ImT tw2[µν] (q) =
π
4
ǫ αβµν
∑
a
∫
dζ
∫ 0
1/η
ϑ2
q2
(ϑκ)3[(qP)2 − q2P2]3/2 δ
(
ϑ− ξ)×{
qαKa5β F (5)a 1 (ϑ, ζ) + ϑκ qα Pβ(qKa5)F (5)a 2 (ϑ, ζ) + (ϑκ)2qαPβ(PKa5)F (5)a 3 (ϑ, ζ)
}
.
(4.5)
It is convenient to introduce the distribution amplitudes Φ5a(i)(ϑ, ζ)
Φ
(0)
5 a(ϑ, ζ) ≡ ϑ f5 a(ϑ, ζ) ,
Φ
(i)
5 a (ϑ, ζ) = ϑ
∫ 1
0
dτ1
τ 21
. . .
∫ 1
0
dτi−1
τ 2i−1
∫ 1
0
dτi
τ 2i
f5 a
(
ϑ
τ1 · · · τi−1τi , ζ
)
= ϑ
∫ 1
0
dτ1
τ 21
. . .
∫ 1
0
dτi−1
τ 2i−1
∫ 1/η
ϑ/(τ1···τi−1)
dyi
yi
τ1 · · · τi−1 yi
ϑ
f5 a (yi, ζ)
=
∫ 1/η
ϑ
dy1
y1
. . .
∫ 1/η
yi−2
dyi−1
yi−1
∫ 1/η
yi−1
dyi
yi
[yi f5 a (yi, ζ)]
=
∫ 1/η
ϑ
dy
y
Φ
(i−1)
5 a (y, ζ) , (4.6)
where a successive change of variables ym = ϑ/(τ1 . . . τm−1τm), m = n, . . . , 1, has been made and
the support restriction of f5 a (ϑ, ζ) to 1/η ≤ ϑ ≤ 0 has been observed.
Then, performing the ϑ-integration with the help of the δ-function, one gets the following
expression which simply may be obtained from [27], Eqs. (5.10) replacing there x→ −2β:
ImT tw2[µν] (q) =
π
2
ǫ αβµν
∫
dζ
(
4β
ξ
1
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]3/2
)
× (4.7){
qαKa5β
qP
[(
1− βξP2/Q2)Φ(1)5a (ξ, ζ) − βξP2/Q2Φ(2)5a (ξ, ζ) ]
+
qα Pβ
qP
(qKa5)
qP
[
Φ
(0)
5a (ξ, ζ)−
1 + 2βξ P2/Q2
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]1/2Φ
(1)
5a (ξ, ζ)
+3
βξ P2/Q2
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]Φ
(2)
5a (ξ, ζ)
]
(4.8)
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− βξP
2
Q2
qαPβ
qP
(PKa5)
P2
[
Φ
(0)
5a (ξ, ζ)−
3
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]1/2Φ
(1)
5a (ξ, ζ)
+
2− 4β2P2/Q2
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]Φ
(2)
5a (ξ, ζ)
]}
,
This equation is written more conveniently as3
ImT tw2[µν] (q) = −π ǫ αβµν
∫
dζ
{
qαKa5β
qP [ga1(β, ζ) + ga2(β, ζ)]−
qαPβ
qP
(qKa5)
qP g2(β, ζ)
+
1
2
P2
Q2
qαPβ
qP
(PKa5)
P2 ga0(β, ζ)
}
. (4.9)
Here the following equalities
1− βξP2/Q2 =
√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2 = −(1 + 4β/ξ) , (4.10)
β
∂
∂β
ξ =
ξ√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2 , (4.11)
β
∂
∂β
Φ(i)a (ξ; ζ) = −
ξ√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2 Φ
(i−1)
a (ξ; ζ) , (4.12)
β
∂
∂β
(
2β
ξ
1
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]1/2
)
=
2β
ξ
1− [1 + 4β2P2/Q2]1/2
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]3/2 =
1
2
4β2P2/Q2
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]3/2 ,
(4.13)
were used. For the functions gai(β, ζ) one finds the following expressions:
ga1(β, ζ) ≡ −β ∂
∂β
[
β
∂
∂β
(
2β
ξ
Φ
(2)
5a (ξ, ζ)
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]1/2
)]
,
=
−2β/ξ
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]3/2
[
Φ
(0)
5a (ξ, ζ) +
2β(2β − ξ)P2/Q2
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]1/2Φ
(1)
5a (ξ, ζ)
+βξP2/Q2 (2− 4β
2P2/Q2)
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2] Φ
(2)
5a (ξ, ζ)
]
, (4.14)
ga2(β, ζ) ≡ β ∂
2
∂β2
β
(
2β
ξ
Φ
(2)
5a (ξ, ζ)
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]1/2
)
=
2β/ξ
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]3/2
[
Φ
(0)
5a (ξ, ζ)−
1 + 2βξP2/Q2
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]1/2Φ
(1)
5a (ξ, ζ)
+3
βξP2/Q2
[1 + β2P2/Q2]Φ
(2)
5a (ξ, ζ)
]
, (4.15)
ga1(β, ζ) + ga2(β, ζ) ≡ β ∂
∂β
(
2β
ξ
Φ
(2)
5a (ξ, ζ)
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]1/2
)
=
−2β/ξ
[1 + x2P2/Q2]3/2
[(
1− βξP2/Q2)Φ(1)5a (ξ, ζ) − βξP2/Q2Φ(2)5a (ξ, ζ) ] ,
(4.16)
3The implicit η-dependence has been suppressed for brevity.
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ga0(β, ζ) = β
2 ∂
2
∂β2
(
4β2
Φ
(2)
5a (ξ, ζ)
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]1/2
)
=
4β2
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]3/2
[
Φ
(0)
5a (ξ, ζ)−
3
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]1/2Φ
(1)
5a (ξ, ζ)
+
2− 4β2P2/Q2
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]Φ
(2)
5a (ξ, ζ)
]
. (4.17)
Obviously, the contributions to the various kinematic expressions are related to only one function.
Namely, introducing
Fa(β, η, ζ) = −2β
ξ
Φ
(2)
5a (ξ, ζ)
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]1/2 (4.18)
we may rewrite the functions gai as follows
ga1(β, η, ζ) = β
∂
∂β
β
∂
∂β
Fa(β, η, ζ)
ga2(β, η, ζ) = −β ∂
∂β
(
β
∂
∂β
+ 1
)
Fa(β, η, ζ)
ga0(β, η, ζ) = −2 β ∂
∂β
(
β
∂
∂β
− 1
)
β ξFa(β, η, ζ) . (4.19)
One finally has to perform the ζ–integral to obtain the diffractive structure functions in the
polarized case. The distribution functions gai(β, η, ζ)|2i=0 occur in products with ζk
∣∣2
k=0
and
result into six structure functions of the form for each invariant a
Gaj(β, η) =
∫
dζgaj(β, η, ζ), (4.20)
Haj(β, η) =
∫
dζ ζgaj(β, η, ζ), (4.21)
Kaj(β, η) =
∫
dζ ζ2gaj(β, η, ζ), (4.22)
leading to
ImT tw2[µν] (q) = −π ǫ αβµν
{
qαKa5β
qp−
(
Ga1(β, η) +Ga2(β, η)
)
−qα p−β
qp−
(
qKa5
qp−
Ga2(β, η)− 1
2
p−Ka5
Q2
Ga0(β, η)− 1
2
π−Ka5
Q2
Ha0(β, η)
)
−qα π−β
qp−
(
qKa5
qp−
Ha2(β, η)− 1
2
p−Ka5
Q2
Ha0(β, η)− 1
2
π−Ka5
Q2
Ka0(β, η)
)}
.
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Inserting the three invariants Ka5 explicitly one obtains
ImT tw2[µν] (q) = −π ǫ αβµν
{
qα S
T
β
qp−
(
G1 1 +G1 2
)
+
qα p
T
−β
qp−
[
− qS
qp−
G1 2 +
p2S
M2
[
G2 1
+
1
2Q2
(
p2−G2 0 + p−π−(G3 0 +H2 0) + π
2
−H3 0
)
+M2G1 0 +M
2 η − 1
η
H1 0
)]]
+
qα π
T
−β
qp−
[
− qS
qp−
H1 2(β, η) +
p2S
M2
[
G3 1 +G3 2 −H2 2
+
1
2Q2
(
p2−H2 0 + p−π−(H3 0 +K2 0) + π
2
−K3 0 +M
2H1 0 +M
2 η − 1
η
K1 0
)]]}
,
(4.23)
with
p2− = t, p−π− = −t/η, π2− = 4M2 − t(1− 1/η2),
η − 1
η
=
2β
x
. (4.24)
This structure of the hadronic tensor specifies the general structure obtained for three charac-
teristic 4–vectors p1, p2 and S in Eq. (2.13) for the present process. One may cast (4.23) into
the form of (2.13) using Shouten identities [33]:
Xµενρστ = Xνεµρστ +Xρενµστ +Xσενρµτ +Xτενρσµ (4.25)
gλµενρστ = gλνεµρστ + gλρενµστ + gλσενρµτ + gλτενρσµ . (4.26)
Note that the structure functions Jk0, J = G,H,K are suppressed by µ
2/Q2 relative to the
other contributions, with µ2 a hadronic scale. In the Bjorken limit, these structure functions do
not contribute.
5 Relations between Diffractive Structure Functions
Relations between different structure functions as observed in deep–inelastic scattering [12,21–23,
25] hold also for polarized and unpolarized diffractive scattering in the limit M2, t→ 0, cf. [7,8].
The situation is more involved for the case studied in the present paper, since the structure
functions emerge as a ζ−integral of sub-system structure functions, which accounts for the two–
particle nature of the wave–function. Thus the corresponding relations can be established for
the un-integrated ζ-dependent functions only.
5.1 Unpolarized Case
As before in the case of deep-inelastic scattering [11,12] and non-forward scattering [27] we seek
for a representation of the distribution functions W diff1,2,L, V
diff
a (0,1) in terms of a single function. One
may choose the distribution functions Φ
(2)
a (ξ; ζ) (3.10) and express the functions W diff1,2,L, V
diff
a (0,1)
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through the following differential relations :
W diffaL (ξ(β), β, η; ζ) =
P2
Q2
β2
∂
∂β
(−2β
ξ(β)
Φ
(2)
a (ξ(β); ζ)√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2
)
, (5.1)
2qP
P2 W
diff
a 2 (ξ(β), β, η; ζ) = β
2 ∂
2
∂β2
(
4β2
ξ(β)2
Φ
(2)
a (ξ(β); ζ)√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2
)
, (5.2)
Note that the longitudinal distribution function W diffaL (ξ(β), β, η; ζ) vanishes in the limit
P2/Q2 → 0.
A generalized Callan–Gross relation, which holds for diffractive scattering in the limit
M2, t → 0, [7], is broken as in the case of deep–inelastic scattering [11]. The distribution
functions W diff(1,2) are related by
W diffa 1 (ξ(β), β, η; ζ) +W
diff
aL (ξ(β), β, η; ζ) =
(1 + 4β2P2/Q2)
(−4β)
2qP
P2 W
diff
a 2 (ξ(β), β, η; ζ)
=
(PT)2
P2 W
diff
a 2 (ξ(β), β, η; ζ) . (5.3)
The distribution functions V diffa (0,1) can be expressed by the distribution functions W
diffr
1,L directly
2V diffa 0 (ξ(β), β, η; ζ) = W
diff
aL (ξ(β), β, η; ζ)− 2W diffa 1 (ξ(β), β, η; ζ) , (5.4)
1
2
V diffa 1 (ξ(β), β, η; ζ) =
√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2 β ∂
∂β
W diffaL (ξ(β), β, η; ζ)
+
(
1− 2√
1 + 4β2P2/Q2
)
W diffaL (ξ(β), β, η; ζ)
− 4β
2P2/Q2
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]3/2
∫ 1
β
dρ
ρ2
W diffaL (ξ(βρ), βρ, η; ζ) . (5.5)
Three of the above distribution functions are independent. To obtain the four diffractive struc-
ture functions on the level of observables W si |4i=1 in the unpolarized case (2.10) the ζ–integral
has to be performed. As shown in section 3 the respective linear combinations are weighted
by different ζ–dependent functions, that in general no relations exist on the level of structure
functions.
5.2 Polarized Case
Below the ζ–integral the distribution functions gai|2i=0 are all functions of Fa(β, η, ζ) (4.18).
Therefore one may express the functions ga0 and ga2 in terms of ga1 as the central function. This
is achieved applying the relations
β
∂
∂β
Fa(β, η, ζ) = −
∫ 1
β
dy
y
gtw2a1 (y, η, ζ) , (5.6)
Fa(β, η, ζ) = −
∫ 1
β
dy
y
∫ 1
y
dy′
y′
gtw2a1 (y
′, η, ζ) . (5.7)
We consider twist–2 operators only and find the Wandzura-Wilczek relation
gtw2a2 (β, η, ζ) = − gtw2a1 (β, η, ζ) +
∫ 1
β
dy
y
gtw2a1 (y, η, ζ) (5.8)
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between gtw2a2 and g
tw2
a1 . All target mass and t–corrections are absorbed into the structure func-
tions. Note that this relation holds for all invariants a independently. The validity of the
Wandzura–Wilczek relation also in case of diffractive scattering at general hadronic scales M2, t
is a further example in a long list of cases: covariant parton model [23,24,34], target- and quark–
mass corrections [12,14] gluon-induced heavy flavor production [35], non–forward scattering [25],
diffractive scattering in the limit M2, t→ 0 [8].
The distribution function gtw2a0 obeys the relation
gtw2a0 (β, η, ζ) = − 2 βξ gtw2a1 (β, η, ζ)−
8β2 − 2βξ
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]1/2
∫ 1
β
dy
y
gtw2a1 (y, η, ζ)
− 8β
2
[1 + 4β2P2/Q2]3/2
∫ 1
β
dy
y
∫ 1
y
dy′
y′
gtw2a1 (y
′, η, ζ) . (5.9)
It contributes to parts of the hadronic tensor which are suppressed by an overall factor µ2/Q2,
with µ a hadronic mass scale. In the related case of non–forward scattering the emergence of
this function has been observed in Ref. [25].
For ga2 the ζ–integral can be performed maintaining the structure of relation (5.8). Therefore
the Wandzura–Wilczek relation also holds for the diffractive structure functions
Gtw2a2 (β, η) = −Gtw2a1 (β, η) +
∫ 1
β
dy
y
Gtw2a1 (y, η) , (5.10)
Htw2a2 (β, η) = −Htw2a1 (β, η) +
∫ 1
β
dy
y
Htw2a1 (y, η) . (5.11)
Due to the ζ–dependence of ga0 through ξ and P2 one needs to know ga1(β, η, ζ) to calculate the
structure functions Ja,0(β, η). As the integral (4.20) cannot be inverted, relations between the
structure functions Ja,0 and the other polarized structure functions cannot be established unless
referring to the un-integrated distribution functions ga1(β, η, ζ).
6 Conclusions
Deep–inelastic diffractive scattering, like other hard scattering processes off nucleons, requires
target mass corrections in the region of lower scales of Q2. In fact the nucleon mass M is not the
only hadronic scale relevant to this process in which both the incoming and outgoing nucleon
play a role. The modulus of the invariant t = (p2 − p1)2 on average is of the same size as M2. 4
It appears to be natural to seek for a formalism dealing with both the target mass and t–effects
simultaneously. Diffractive factorization and the use of A. Mueller’s generalized optical theorem
made it possible to reformulate diffractive scattering in terms of deep–inelastic scattering off
an effective two–nucleon state accounting for t. We applied the formalism of the (non-local)
light-cone expansion in the case of non–forward scattering and adapted it to the kinematics
present in deep–inelastic diffractive scattering. The formalism accounting for target mass and
t–corrections was then implemented generalizing the picture derived in the limit M2, t → 0 in
earlier work both for the unpolarized and polarized case. The present formalism can in principle
be extended to the case of higher twist concerning the corresponding operator expressions Ω
(5)
α .
However, besides factorizable contributions also non-factorizable terms have to be described.
4In case of related semi–exclusive processes in which more than one final–state hadron is well separated in
rapidity from the inclusively produced hadrons other invariants more would emerge.
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While in the limit M2, t→ 0 all diffractive structure functions can be expressed in terms of
diffractive parton densities, this is no longer the case at lower scales of Q2 in regions where M2
and t–corrections become relevant. Here we mean the kinematic t contributions which have to
be distinguished from the dynamic contributions emerging in the non–perturbative distribution
functions. The reason for this is that the 2–particle kinematics of the incoming and outgoing
nucleon deviates from quasi–collinearity which was instrumental to unify the boost variables
of both particles to a single one. The condition for the absorptive part is now related to a
δ–distribution with a more complicated argument leaving the integral over the relative trans-
verse motion of the two nucleons. This integral cannot be inverted in general referring to the
accessible kinematic variables. The corresponding distribution functions Φa(5)(ξ, β, η, ζ ; t) have
to be determined by non–perturbative methods in the future.
Although the partonic picture does not hold for the diffractive structure functions one still
finds it below the ζ–integral. At the level of twist–2 the structure functions can be built from the
corresponding operator expectation values as in the case of deep–inelastic scattering since the
specifics of diffractive scattering is moved into the corresponding two–particle wave–functions.
Consequently, the logarithmic scaling violations, which can be completely associated with that
of the operators, cf. [7, 17], are found to be the same as in diffractive scattering changing the
variables x in the deep–inelastic case to β in the diffractive case.
The presence of target mass and t–effects enlarges the number of structure functions deter-
mining the hadronic tensor. In the unpolarized case four structure functions contribute, which
cannot be related to each other directly. The Callan–Gross relation does not hold. However, in
the polarized case the Wandzura–Wilzcek relation remains unbroken and holds even separately
for the contributions to the different invariants Ka|5a=3. In addition to the structure functions
surviving in the limit M2, t→ 0, Q2 →∞ several new structure functions contribute. They are
damped however ∝ 1/Q2 w.r.t. the other contributions. The present formalism can be used in
experimental analysis of deep–inelastic diffractive scattering data referring to suitable models for
the un–integrated distribution functions depending on ζ , for which rigorous determination using
methods of non–perturbative QCD do not yet exits. In this way the structures being derived in
the present paper can be tested.
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